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Abstract 

The political budget cycles (PBC), as an evolutionary part of the economic political cycle (EPC), demonstrate 

the existence of opportunistic practices of economic variables, electoral, and budgetary that the politicians in 

power operate in their management to continue in office. In this sense, the literature suggests a pattern of 

opportunistic behavior on voters’ myopia, showing that there is little retrospective memory for voters, allowing 

the party in power to execute public policies successfully. Thus, the objective of the research is to analyze the 

existence of political budgetary cycles in the management of investment spending by the City of Colima from 

the years 2009 to 2018. Thus, the objective of the research is to analyze the existence of political budgetary 

cycles in the management of investment spending by the City of Colima from the years 2009 to 2018. This was 

analyzed using the panel data methodology (MCO; EF; EA), to estimate the variables dependent on investment 

and current expenditure, a dummy variable was introduced to identify the year before the election and to be able 

to control the influence of the electoral period on each regression. The results show that investment spending is 

related to election periods, population growth, and the federal social aid budget sector. Current expenditure was 

only related to population growth. This allows us to explain that spending is a resource that finances public 

works in the states of Mexico. Thus, this research shows that public works is a public expenditure that the states 

of Mexico apply more in times of elections. 
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1. Introduction 

The problem of PBC research is manifested in the three levels of government, such as the federal, state, and 

municipal levels in their respective administrations. It is one of the tools used by the heads of administrations to 

retain power through the manipulation of economic variables such as current spending and investment spending 

in an election year: the political budget cycle suggests increases in investment spending and spending of Branch 

33 during the year before the elections, it should be to increase the welfare of its citizens, remembering that 

Branch 33 is provided by the municipal mayors for their use of quality of life to society, a vision that can be used 

to generate votes in their favor and retain power That is why it has been decided to make an investigation in the 

municipality of Colima in the period of 2009-2018 to evidence a possible manipulation of economic variables 

giving a step to the trend of EPC. 

The article is divided into 3 sections. In the first one, we find the general theoretical aspects of the research, and 

later on, we carry out the empirical work to contrast the delimited hypotheses, as well as everything that inquires 

into the theory of PBC. For the second one, there is the theoretical reference, the conceptual references, and the 

proposed methodology that was carried out in the research; at the same time, in the last part, there is the analysis 

of results where it is possible to reflect the different graphs obtained from the unique instrument, the results of 

the city council of Colima and finally the discussions and conclusions. 

2. Literature Review and Budgetary Political Cycles 

The literature on budgetary political cycles arises from the ruler's interest in manipulating economic, budgetary, 

and electoral variables, among others, originating manipulation and asymmetries of information for the benefit 
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of the rulers in power. 

The theory of the EPC postulates that governments execute economic policies influenced by the electoral process 

(Buchanan, 1967), evidencing public policies that improve the ruler's possibilities of being reelected to remain in 

power; problems that suggest in the short-term credibility of policies created by the political-institutional 

environment, distinguishing between informed and uninformed voters, exposed by Shi and Svensson (2006). 

Besides, the theory of the PBC supports arguments in the works of Rogoff and Sibert (1988); Rogoff (1990); 

Persson and Tabellini (2002), suggesting that the incumbent has a temporal advantage of asymmetric information 

about the voters. These works-maintained Nordhaus (1975) assumption of asymmetries, but from an approach of 

imperfect information, where governments are heterogeneous in their competitiveness and voters deduct their 

vote based on their economic performance, among other reasons, mainly in the management of public spending 

(investment and current).  

In that sense, the PBC models of that decade, that is, Nordhaus (1975); Lindbeck (1976); MacRae (1977); Hibbs 

(1978), considered that the voters' expectations are not rational about the policies that the ruler implements, 

maintaining voter misinformation.  

In this regard, the literature suggests two alternatives about rewarding or punishing the opportunism of the 

incumbent government: First, the works of Akhmedov and Zhuravskaya (2004); Veiga and Veiga (2007b); 

Sakurai and Menezes-Filho (2008); Drazen and Eslava (2008); Aidt et al. (2011), argue that the electorate 

rewards fiscal actions derived from opportunism in elections, while Peltzman (1992); Kraemer (1997); Brender 

(2003); and Brender and Drazen (2008), lean towards criminalization. 

Mejía-Reyes et al. (2016) analyze the characteristics of public spending data to determine the presence of PBC 

associated with the 1980-2011 State of Mexico gubernatorial elections. The research shows the presence of PBC 

in administrative spending and public debt and provides episodic evidence of opportunistic behavior in the areas 

of total spending (1993 election) and transfers (1987 and 1999 elections). 

Reyes-Hernández et al. (2019) address the effects of the presidential elections on the spending of Mexico's 

governments during 1995-2016. The findings show that there is complete evidence of a political budget cycle in 

total spending and partial evidence in the regional development spending function. Furthermore, they reflect the 

opportunistic behaviors of the governments to stay in power, as well as the use of public resources as strategies 

of political patronage; but, on the other hand, it shows how difficult it is to prove their existence.   

The current positions of some researchers before the new times indicate a certain aversion to governments in 

power, ie, the rationality of the voter has changed, and their behavior indicates that the manipulation of the 80s 

and 90s in investment spending mainly, no longer exercises the inertia that maintained in those decades. 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1 Sample an Data  

The sample of this study consisted of information from the works contracts at the Colima City Hall level, in the 

period from 2009 to 2018. The data were obtained from the following public databases: Banxico, Fortamun, 

FAIS, INEGI and income statement of the municipality of Colima. 

3.2 Dependent Variable  

To make the estimates on the dependent variables of investment expenditure (IE) and current expenditure (CE), 

we introduce a control dummy variable to identify the year before the election and thus be able to control the 

influence of the election period on each regression. 

 

Table 1. Definition of dependent variables 

Dependent variables Coding Definition 

Investment expenditure IE 
Extensions for the acquisition, construction, expansion, adaptation, and improvement of real 

estate (Banxico, 2004). 

Current expenditure CE Expenditures that are used to pay salaries and services to personnel (Banxico, 2004). 

Source: the Authors. 

 

3.3 Political Budget Cycles Constructs  

Likewise, we complement the equation with three independent variables: population increase (INC_POP), which 

will determine the increase in investment spending due to natural population growth, Budgetary Branch 33 (BB 

33), and the Gross Domestic Product (GDP); the first due to the increase in social spending as a function of 
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investment spending, and the second due to demand that positively suggests an increase in services and products 

produced in the State. In that sense, the variables are shown in the following table. 

 

Table 2. Definition of independent variables 

Independent variables Coding Definition Expected Effect 

Election year EY_1 
Dummy of the municipal election cycle (one year before the election). + (GI) 

- (GC) 

Increase in population INC_POP Increase in population from one year to the next. + 

Budgetary Branch 33 BB33 

Contribution Funds for the Strengthening of Municipalities and 

Territorial Demarcations in Mexico City (Fortamun) and Contributions 

for Social Infrastructure (FAIS). 

+ 

Gross Domestic Product GDP It is the measurement of a country's economic growth. + 

Source: the authors. 

 

3.4 Regression Model 

One of the methods used for this type of work is panel-type data, which is worked in two dimensions: the 

cross-sectional observation unit and time series; allowing to improve the reliability of estimates with the 

fixed-effects (FE) and random-effects (RA) model. Specifically, this paper highlights discerning between the 

previous models, which is possibly the most complicated problem in the implementation of a panel data model 

(Sosa, 1999). However, the application of Hausman's test to opt for EF or EA, Wooldridge's for autocorrelation, 

and Wald's for heteroscedasticity, help and suggest using in the specification of the model to be applied. This 

type of test is used to detect and control possible problems that the model presents and, besides, they help us to 

optimize the results that we want to explain. 

To determine the existence of autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity in this model, it must adequately reproduce 

the behavior of the data, so that the innovations must not present autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. In that 

sense, the suggested estimator after the contrast of the tests is the corrected standard error panel (EECP), pointed 

out by Beck (2001) as a powerful model to correct the inconsistencies by the problems if these are detected in 

the model. The use of the different tests discussed in the methodology will allow us to eliminate as much as 

possible the heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation not observable in the panel data. In this way the linear model 

of multiple regression is determined from the two following equations: 

Equation 1:    𝐺𝐼𝑖𝑡 = 𝛥𝐸𝐿𝑖𝑡−1+x1𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑃𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑡 + x3𝑅_33𝑖𝑡 + 𝑥3𝑃𝐼𝐵 + µ                     (1) 

for i = Colima City Hall …,y t = 2009…, 2018                       

  Equation 2:   𝐺𝐶𝑖𝑡 = 𝛥𝐸𝐿𝑖𝑡−1+𝛥2𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑃𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑡 + 𝛥3𝑅_33𝑖𝑡 + 𝛥4𝑃𝐼𝐵 + µ                   (2) 

for i = Colima City Hall …,y t = 2009…, 2018 

3.5 Hypotheses  

Drazen and Eslava (2005) point out in their research on the PBC in public spending, that it consists of affecting 

its composition in favor of those who reveal to the electorate the supposed fiscal preferences of the incumbent in 

office. Therefore, this analysis will indicate whether the ruler's decisions regarding the management of spending 

influence the voter's behavior in the election. In that sense, we try to contrast the following hypotheses: 

H1. Investment spending is the preferred way for the ruling party to influence the voter in the pre-election 

period.  

H2. Current spending contracts in the pre-election period, as reflected by increased investment spending.  

H3. Natural population growth gradually increases investment spending.  

H4. Resources for FORTAMUN and FAIS increase significantly before the election because of the contributions 

to strengthening and social infrastructure. 

H5. GDP has a positive impact on the composition of public spending, due to the relationship between the 

generation of products and services before the election. 

Explain how the research design permits the inferences needed to examine the hypothesis or provide estimates in 

answer to the question. 

4. Results 

To carry out our analysis we have prepared a panel with 10 observations, which corresponds to the City of Colima 
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from 2009 to 2018.  

The use of the different tests discussed in the methodology allowed us to eliminate as much as possible the 

unobservable heterogeneity of the panel, trying to control the individual character of the entity and correct if, the 

problems of heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation that could present the model. In that sense, we tried to establish 

the best estimator for panel-type data from the commented tests. 

The results of Table 3 show that an R^2 of 0.7715 is obtained, indicating that the model explains 77.15% of the 

total variation in the GI dependent variable. 

 

Table 3. GMM model (Dependent variable investment expenditure / total expenditure) 

Independent variables Coefficient Std.Err 

EY_1 138,94 * 47.051 

INC_POP 0.01845 * 0.005281 

BB_33  -1.16032 * 0.2165 

GDP -7.9370 6.7332 

Constant -1722.016 689.6676 

R- square  0.7715 

Number of observations 10 

Chi-square 0,0000 

* significant to 1% ** significant to 5% *** significant to 10% 

Source: Own elaboration with data subtracted from the income statement of the municipality of Colima. 

 

On the other hand, the results of the statistical model show that the variables that turned out to be significant 

were the dichotomous variable that represents the year before the election (EY_1), the population increase 

(INC_POP), and Branch 33 (BB_33). 

Specifically in the variable EL_1 understood as the year before the election, it is significant and presents a 

positive coefficient. This result, in addition to confirming the hypothesis, suggests that investment spending is 

indicated by the governor in an attempt to influence the voter. 

Likewise, for the variable population increase (INC_POP), its coefficient also presents a positive and significant 

sign at 1%, which confirms our hypothesis, that is, the increase in population increases investment spending by 

the government. 

For the variable of Budgetary Branch 33 (BB_33), its result is also significant, however, negative, which does 

not contrast our hypothesis, which could indicate a contraction in the support received for this concept; a trend 

that is noted in the descriptive analysis with a slight decrease of this resource in the election year, however, an 

increase in the pre-election year.  

For the GDP its coefficient was not significant, it only presents a negative trend, which could suggest a decrease 

in production and services from 2017 to 2018, the transition of the electoral year. It is important to note that, 

according to National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI by Spanish acronym) figures, the state of 

Colima as of 2017 reported annual growth of 4.5% in GDP, and by 2018 of 2.5%, which represents a decrease of 

two percentage points from the previous year, which could explain our results.  

On the other hand, the results in table 4 show that an R^2 of 0.7609 is obtained, indicating that the model 

explains 76.09% of the total variation in the GC dependent variable. 

 

Table 4. GMM model (Dependent variable current expenditure/total expenditure) 

Independent variables Coefficient Std.Err 

EY_1 -40,4362 171,088 

INC_POP  0,07413 * 0,01733 

BB_33  -0,970032  0,62276 

GDP  -23,9340  24,78578 

Constant  -7815,19 ** 2309,74 

R- square  0,7609 

Number of observations 10 

Chi-square  0,0000 

* significant to 1% ** significant to 5% *** significant to 10% 

Source: Own elaboration with data subtracted from the income statement of the municipality of Colima. 
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In this sense, the results of the statistical model show that only the significant variable was the increase in 

population (INC_POP), which suggests that the ruler, by increasing the population through the increase in 

required public services, also increases current spending. This is a negative credential for the government since it 

is a variable that increases the paid weight of the bureaucracy at this level. 

For the variable EY_1, we observe a negative coefficient, which is the natural contraction to the increase of 

EY_1 in GE, however, it is only a trend because it is not significant.  

4.1 Test of Hypotheses 

Hypothesis testing explored the possible association between public spending on investment (IE) and Budgetary 

Branch (BB33) are used to impress the electorate, that is, as a consequence, the current decreases, varying its 

behavior about the period of the electoral cycle These hypotheses are tested using regressions whit corrected 

standard error panel (EECP), as shown in tables 2 and 3. Table 5, shown above below statistically significant 

distributions, which indicates that IE and CE has associations with GDP. 

 

Table 5. Hypothesis testing 

Hypothesis Testing 

H1. Investment spending is the preferred way for the ruling party to influence the voter in the pre-election period. It ś accepted 

H2.  Current spending decreases in the pre-election period in response to increased investment spending. It ś accepted 

H3. Population growth increases investment spending. It ś accepted 

H4. BB33 social spending increase before the election.  It ś accepted 

H5. The GDP has a positive impact on the composition of public spending, due to the relationship that exists in the 

generation of services before the election. 

It ś accepted 

Source: the authors. 

 

In general, as regards the explanatory variables of the two models, there are significant and expected differences 

in their behavior, that is, firstly, a significant increase in investment spending per capita is observed at the EY_1 

level, and, on the other hand, a contraction in the level of current spending; however, for this non-significant case, 

it would be suggested only as a reflection trend on the investment spending of the variable, commented on in the 

following conclusions. 

5. Discussion 

This article offers an overview of the effect that elections have on budget management, showing the existence of 

political budget cycles in investment and current spending in the City of Colima from 2009 to 2018. For this 

research, we can conclude that, in the municipality of Colima, the elections cause increases in investment 

spending per inhabitant and a contraction of current spending for total spending. 

This leads us to discuss some questions, such as is investment or Branch 33 spending used by the ruling parties 

to influence the electorate? Do investment and Branch 33 spending increase in the election period? Or does the 

need for works and services in the municipality increase with the increase in population?  

The results obtained show some aspects that help us answer these questions. Recent works in Mexico, such as 

Gámez and Amarillas (2011) or Ramírez and Erquizio (2012), complement the reflections: the political budget 

cycle suggests increases in investment spending and Branch 33 spending during the year before the elections, 

assuming that it should be to increase the welfare of its citizens; however, such an increase ─in some cases─ is 

used as a weapon to attract votes and maintain or retain power.  

The results are similar in our research and suggestions for the level analyzed an expansion of investment 

spending per capita, while at the same time a contraction of current spending is produced, trying to seek benefits 

for the party in power by pointing out its policies.  

The above also implies a pattern of opportunistic behavior on the myopia of the voters, who have, according to 

Gámez and Amarillas (2011), little retrospective memory and allow the party in government to execute 

opportunistic policies successfully.  

Concerning the variation in the population, the results seem to have a greater influence on the IG, since as this 

variable increases, investment spending increases. The scope of this article was to verify the presence of political 

budget cycles at the municipal level, and our conclusion points to the evidence presented of the existence of EPC 

in investment and current spending.  

Finally, it is considered important that in subsequent studies the EPC can be analyzed in a disaggregated manner 
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with the budgetary programs that make-up program spending, especially about social and education spending, to 

test a possible relationship in these study variables. It is also important for any level of government to present 

how and in what way it will exercise its finances so that society is aware of the expenditure it has and the income 

it receives from the different funds; in what time frame the infrastructure or public policy will be established or 

carried out.  

At the same time, it is believed that the municipal plans presented by the city councilors must be fulfilled within 

the established period, so if they are not fulfilled on the established date, it allows them to carry out public works 

or social programs at the end of their period, manipulating the economic variables in their favor, starting a 

political budget cycle to get more voters to reelection or the party in power. For this reason, one of the solutions 

that could control the phenomenon of the EPC would be to establish a law initiative to respect the dates and the 

period established for public works and social programs with only a margin of two to three months after the 

established date if it is not carried out, to have better control of the economic variables, thus avoiding its 

manipulation. 
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